
BUSINESS CASE |

 a Belgian football club, playing in green and white. The club

currently has around 33 permanent employees working full-

time to ensure the good operation of the football club from

La Louviére. RAAL is a rising star from the lower divisions in

Belgium. Since 2017, they have already risen 3 divisions. They

are currently building a completely new stadium.

Excel tracking files with all the data of the contract. These

documents kept track of the status of the contracts each time

and adjusted as needed. 

Printing contracts, signing them on paper, scanning them to

send them back and repeating this process.

CHALLENGES FOR OPERATIONS & ADMIN

MEET RAAL LA LOUVIÈRE...

HOW DID THEY TRY TO SOLVE THIS BEFORE CONTRACTIFY?

OPERATIONS
& ADMIN

Managing contracts in general and the paperwork it caused. The

previous system involved a lot of printing and scanning. 

Getting the right people to sign the right contracts at the right

time. These internal arrangements were hard to maintain.

Keeping track of important contract data. The main challenge was

making sure to never miss a contract deadline and so avoiding

unnecessary costs or waste of time.
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One central database with extensive filters where they can
upload and find contracts in record time.

Proactive notifications when approaching a contract deadline.

Remote signing, instantly downloading a signed copy of the
contract.

Let's find out together! Schedule a call with Contractify

expert, Ruben Van Landschoot, to get a professional

analysis & solution, tailored to your organizational &

industry needs.

WHAT IS THE BEST CONTRACT MANAGEMENT
STRATEGY FOR YOUR BUSINESS ?

IMPACT ON BUSINESS

HOW DID THEY SOLVE THIS WITH CONTRACTIFY ?

SCHEDULE CALL

1.
2.
3.
4.

Perfect overview of all contracts and related documents 

Getting contracts signed in no-time due to fluent signing flows

Piece of mind thanks to automated deadline reminders

Easy contract follow-up instead of complex internal arrangements

Watch the full testimonial of RAAL La Louvière here
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